
Our Chemical Engineering students

have actively engaged in a range of

technical events and co-curricular

activities. Notably, Dhanashri Lokare

(CH5I) was awarded the third prize in

a speech competition celebrating

Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj

Rajyabhishek Din on August 25, 2023.

Additionally, Shivkanya Gholve and

Varsha Raut (CH5I) secured the first

prize in a poster presentation

focused on "Environment Awareness"

held on August 29, 2023. Their

achievements exemplify our

commitment to holistic development

and excellence. Inauguration of”MERI

MATI, MERA DEH” was celebrated at

Gp Jalna on 19/10/2023.

Summer Industrial Training-2023

Students have attended implanted six

week industrial training at Varad Fertliser

pvt.ltd,Jalna, Vaidehi pvt ltd.Jalna, during

academic year 2022-2023.

In our latest initiative, the department

successfully organized a workshop on

water testing for students, in collaboration

with the Civil Engineering Department. This

workshop offered hands-on experience and

valuable insights into the intricacies of

water quality analysis, showcasing

interdisciplinary cooperation and practical

learning.
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     We had the privilege of hosting an illuminating expert lecture, sponsored by

the Institution of Engineers (India), on the topic of “Packed Column Internals -

An Insight.” This insightful session, led by the esteemed Dr. V.V. Mahajani from

the Institute of Chemical Technology, Mumbai, was conducted on October 3,

2023. It catered specifically to our students from CH1K, CH5I, and CH3I. This

event was a significant opportunity for our students to deepen their

understanding of chemical engineering principles and to gain valuable insights

from one of the leading experts in the field. 

An expert lecture titled "The Importance

of Research in Chemical Engineering" was

delivered by Miss Pratibha Sampatrao

Jadhav, a distinguished Research

Associate at the Institute of Chemical

Technology, Marathwada Campus, Jalna.

This enlightening session was organized

specifically for our CH5I and CH3I

students on October 13, 2023. The event

provided a unique opportunity for

students to gain valuable insights into the

critical role of research in advancing the

field of Chemical Engineering, directly

from an experienced professional in the

industry.

SCHOOL CONNECT-2023

 Faculties of Dept. is involved in school

connect for guidance and cancelling of

10th std. students through whatsup

group,phone call,newspaper advertisement  

and google meet. 
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